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Scotland’s Test & Protect programme is having virtually no impact on the
fight against COVID: better management is urgently required
Executive Summary
 Scotland’s complex Test & Protect system can only work if it can operate at speed to identify and isolate a meaningful proportion of
total cases, and harvest a high number of close contacts
– ‘Test & Trace’ programmes can impact R by c.20-30%, but only a high proportion of cases are identified in a timely manner – Imperial college
modelling estimated that identifying 80% of cases with 24 hour turnaround time between sample collection and test notification could impact
the reproduction rate (‘R’) by 23%
– Responsibility for the Test & Protect operations – surveillance, testing, isolating/interviewing, and tracing - in Scotland is highly fragmented
between UK bodies (ONS, UK Pillar 2), the Scottish Government, and Local Health Boards
– The critical KPIs for understanding whole system performance sit across multiple data sets (ONS, Daily COVID Stats, Public Health Scotland)
 The Scottish Test & Protect System is hamstrung by a low detection rate that misses 2/3 of positive cases and slow testing turnaround
times; these factors both alone and together render an effective contact tracing operation effectively valueless (<5% impact on R)
– Comparing positive tests results to the infection rate estimated by the ONS surveillance survey implies that an average of 66% cases since
November have not been identified through testing – meaning that the vast majority of cases have not been contact-traced; Scotland is the
worst performer in the UK on this metric
– Furthermore, testing Turnaround Time (TAT) is slow – with only 55% of samples collected achieving a result within 24hrs meaning that the
median time to contact tracing being effected is c.48 hrs
– Scotland’s good contact tracing machine (which generates c.1.5x more contacts per case than other UK nations, and has faster overall TAT) is
therefore rendered meaningless by the low detection rate and slow testing TAT, with a total impact on R of <5%
 Fixing the big issue – inadequate symptomatic testing participation – could enable release of some of the most onerous lockdown
restrictions while the vaccine is rolled out, but will require better co-ordination, co-operation and communication (not more money)

– The new virus strain – which is estimated to have increased R by c.30-50% - will inevitably lead to full lockdown-like conditions for months
unless systemic Test & Trace performance is improved
– The lack of co-ordination and appropriate resource triage between NHS Scotland (c.1/3 of volume in Scotland) and UK Pillar 2 (c. 2/3 of
volume) has led to a testing system that is confusing and inconvenient to access for symptomatic patients, driving down detection rate
– 5 simple fixes could enable Scotland to use its available testing capacity more effectively to combat the virus
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Test & Protect – The Theory

‘Test & Trace’ programmes can impact R by c.20-30%, but only a high
proportion of cases are identified in a timely manner
Test & Protect In Theory
Theoretical Impact of Test & Trace
Academic modelling of the theoretical impact of Test & Trace on the R
number focusses on ‘Coverage’ and ‘Time’
 ‘Coverage’ = proportion of cases that are tested and contacts
successfully traced and quarantined
– Detection Rate (% of active COVID cases identified by testing)
– Interview Rate (% of +ve cases interviewed to generate close contact
list)
– Contact Rate (% of identified close contacts contacted)
 ‘Time’ = Time between a positive sample and close contacts being shut
down
– Test Turnaround Time (TAT) between sample collection and positive
result
– Time between Positive Test & Interview(/Close Contact Discovery)
– Time between Interview and Contacts
The chart on the left hand side (sourced from an Imperial college team
– who assist the Scottish government with modelling the virus) details
the impact on R of isolating contacts of positive tests based on
Coverage and Time (incremental to positive/symptomatic cases selfisolating)
 Eg 20% reduction in R number can be c.70% coverage 0 time or 85%
coverage, 72 hrs
 Isoquants (lines) demonstrate that ‘coverage’ is more critical than ‘time’

Source: https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30630-7/fulltext#seccestitle120
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To Complete – Eddie
Test & Protect – The Theory

Test & Protect has 4 core operational processes – each of which must be
executed at speed across different organizations to have substantial impact
Test & Protect in Practice

Surveillance

•

Purpose
•

Scottish
Solution

Key
Performance
Indicators

Understanding with confidence
the aggregate spread of the
virus within a population

Ideally modelled at as small a
geographic level as possible

• Initially, the Scottish government
modelled the spread of the virus
based on the Imperial Model of
+ve tests and deaths
• Since October 2020, UK Office
of National Statistics and Oxford
University have run a
surveillance-testing
methodology

Detection

•

Using testing to positively
identify as many live COVID
cases as possible

• NHS Scotland (in health boards)
are responsible for Health &
Social worker testing (c. 1/3 of
all testing done, including most
asymptomatic testing)
• The UK Government testing
programme is responsible for all
other tests

• Infection Rate (% of population
infected)

• Detection Rate: % of infected
population testing positive

• Statistical Confidence
Interval: (size of range of 95%
confidence)

• Test Turnaround Time: Hours
between initial request (or
sample given) and result

Track

•

Contacting those that have
tested positive, and ensuring
compliance with self-isolation
period

• National Contact Tracing Centre
• Supported by Local Enhanced
Health Protection Teams

• Interview Rate: % of positive
test cases contacted
• Track Speed: Time to contact
following test result

Trace

•

Harvesting contacts from
those who have tested
positive, and contacting and
isolating those individuals

• Automated SMS-led approach
for most cases, driven by NCTC

• Contact Ratio: Close Contacts
identified per positive case
• Contact Rate: Close Contacts
positively notified per individual
identified
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Scotland’s Test & Trace Regime objectively ‘falls at the first hurdle’ – with 2/3
of all cases not being identified
Detection Rate
Since November, Scotland has missed >2/3 of all infections
43,090

68%

13,597
32%
Average +ve Population
Nov 7 - Dec 18

Missed Cases

Detected Cases

 Explanatory Methodology
– ONS Surveillance data and modelling indicates that on the average day
since daily modelling started c.43k people in Scotland would test
positive for COVID in the community (excluding hospitals, care homes
etc)
– Positive cases are on average infectious for c. 2 weeks, therefore the
trailing 14 days of positive cases (reported based on sample collection)
can be used to estimate a ‘detection rate’

Detection Rate declines as Infection Rate rises, implying a
rigid and ineffective overall programme
50%

1.0%

40%

0.8%

30%

0.6%

20%

0.4%

10%
0%
01 November 2020

Detection
Rate (Left Axis)

Infection Rate (Right Axis)

01 December 2020

0.2%

0.0%
01 January 2021

 Implications
– Imperial modelling suggests that Track & Trace operations at <35%
detection rates are all but futile, reducing R by at most c. 5% even with
perfect speed
– The inverse correlation between detection rate and infection rate (not
observed in other UK Nations) indicates a scheme that cannot
adequately reach populations that become newly infected quickly
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The systemic turnaround time is roughly 48 hrs – driven in particular by slow
initial test turnaround time
Current Test to Trace Time is roughly 48 hrs
Over 72 hrs

11

48-72 hrs

21

4
11

2

2
10

Initial Test TAT is the key driver of any delays
80

7
7

70

60

21

30

50
Median
24-48 hrs

85

50
55

0-24 hrs

64

Test to Result (% within 24hrs)

30

Test to Interview (% within 24 hrs)

20
10

17
Test to
Interview

40

Test to
Result
(Test TAT)

Case
Case
Created to Created to
Interview Case Closed

0
01/08/2020

01/09/2020

01/10/2020

01/11/2020

01/12/2020

01/01/2021

 Data above shows average performance for November &
December in Scotland

 The time taken to send the sample and perform the test in-lab
is by far the longest time period in the end-to-end process

 Good Data on end-to-end performance is not reported,
however we can estimate based on test-to-interview time and
case-created-to-case-closed time that Scotland takes roughly
48 hours to process a test and start to contact trace

 With only c.5-8k individuals currently requiring interviewing
each week to be shared between c.800+ contact tracers and
private sector outsourced operations the interviewing process
is reliably fast
 SMS-based notification makes tracing almost fully automated
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In aggregate, despite strong track & trace performance, Scotland’s poor
detection rate renders its overall programme worse than other UK nations

Impact

Trace

Track

Detection Surveillance

Description

Scotland

England

Wales

Northern
Ireland

Infection Rate

% of Population with the Virus (average 3/11 to
15/12)

0.82%

1.10%

0.98%

0.62%

Confidence Interval

%pt difference between 95% confidence
lower/upper bounds of infection rate (same date
range)

0.41%

0.12%

0.59%

0.53%

Detection Rate

Positive Cases for t-14 days as a % of Average
Infections 3/11- 15/12)

32%

40%

62%

60%

Turnaround Time

% of tests complete within 24 hrs of sample
collection

55%

41%

56%

n.a.

Interview Rate

% of Positive Cases Interviewed to harvest
Contacts November – December

93%

87%

97%

95%

Interview Speed

% of interviews held within 24 hrs of positive
case notification (November – December)

85%

74%

66%

n.a.

Contact Ratio

Average Contacts Yielded per
Interview(November to December)

4.1

2.4

2.8

2.1

Contact Rate

% of Close Contacts successfully contacted
(November – December

97%

93% (new
method. only)

82%

99%

Contact Speed

% Contacts reached within 24 hours (November
to December)

n.a.

87%

74%

n.a.

Coverage Rate

Detection Rate x Interview Rate x Contact Rate

29%

32%

49%

56%

Test to Trace Time

OSF Estimate based on indicators above (no
end-to-end timing data available)

c.48 hrs

c.60hrs (+)

c.55 hrs

c.55 hrs
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Scotland’s ‘coverage’ of 29% and test-to-trace time of c. 48 hrs means Test &
Protect today has essentially zero impact on the fight against COVID
Coverage & Time impact on Test & Protect Success

Implications
Scotland’s Test & Protect operation is having no
impact on the fight against COVID

 Plotting Scotland’s time from test to trace and
coverage on the Imperial model implies a <5%
impact of Test & protect on R
 Plotting Scotland’s performance against other
small UK nations, Scotland is clearly lagging
Improving ‘Detection Rate’ is the only way to
meaningfully improve performance
 Detection rate puts a ‘cap’ on the effectiveness of
the rest of the Test & Protect operation
 So long as detection rate is 30-40%, Scotland will
be unable to meaningfully inhibit the spread of the
virus through track & trace
Once coverage has improved, reducing time will
have meaningful benefit
 If Scotland can achieve detection rates in line
with NI, and then reduce TAT to 36 hrs, it could
reduce R by c. 15%
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Improving Detection Rate will require making better usage of testing
resource available to Scotland
Testing Volumes by Capacity
Improving Detection Rate
Scotland is not doing enough testing
455,772

NHS Scotland

37%
(169,218)

Key Workers &
Healthcare/Care Home
Settings
Administered by Health
Boards in community
health infrastructure

 Detection rate is driven in part by the proportion of the symptomatic
population that decide to get tested
 For December 1-23, Scotland ran 8.4 tests per 100 population, vs
12.5 for England and Wales
There is sufficient UK government capacity to more than double
current testing volumes

 Current pan-UK testing ‘pillar 2’ capacity is growing rapidly from c.
300k end of October to >520k today with new innovations coming
on board

UK Government

63%
(286,554)

Total Scotland Tests
Reported by Source
Dec 1-23

General
Population
Administered by
UK government
through 24
permanent
testing sites and
home delivery

 Assuming Scotland gets ‘population share’ of this capacity (in line
with FOI response 5/10/2020) this equates to likely 60k tests/day
total available capacity (c.2-2.5x current volumes)
But a confusing public-facing system must be improved
 Awareness, Convenience (journey time) and Cost (direct and
indirect) are the three two greatest obstacles to getting tested
 UK government testing capacity is not actively advertised by
Scottish government, who put limited emphasis on symptomatic
testing in media
 Currently ‘two systems one country’, with separate booking
systems, criteria, channels/locations reduces convenience
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5 simple fixes could enable Scotland to use its available testing capacity
more effectively to combat the virus
5. Improving UK-Scotland CoOperation
1. Communicate The
Need More Urgently

2. Improve Accessibility
of UK Government
Testing

3. Transform ‘At Home’
Testing Channel

4. Call and Persuade
Contact Traced
Individuals



The importance of getting tested – and the fact that it is convenient and free – should be
communicated strongly and in its own right



The FACTS acronym relegates the importance of testing (part of Self-isolate) and only
40% of Scots know what it means in its entirety – 30% cannot identify a single feature



No Scottish government digital advertising has emphasised the need for symptomatic
testing in the last 2 months (vs eg Students for Xmas) – this must be changed



Convenience is the most critical enabler of testing regime compliance



Currently there are only 24 permanent testing locations in Scotland – these must be at
least doubled (with an emphasis on walk-thru) to enable shorter journey times



Lateral flow devices should be deployed to areas of high infection (as with Liverpool),
not just to students



The two separate online booking systems should be effectively consolidated into one



The 5 day symptoms limit should be dropped and replaced with 8 days (in line with Eng)



Only recently has ‘at home’ testing become available across all Scottish postcodes, and
it is thought to represent a minority of Scottish test delivery today (10% in England)



However, it is the most convenient channel, and in a world where coverage is for the
moment more important than speed it must be prioritised



Sending out pre-made kits for collection (and potentially pick-up) to local post
offices/Amazon lockers could improve uptake of home testing by reducing time to
receive a test



Traced contacts are more likely to develop symptoms than general population



Currently almost all contact tracing is done through SMS for efficiency



However, given current staffing levels there should be capacity in the system to deploy
more staff to follow-up ‘check-in’ calls, where any report of mild symptoms can
immediately lead to an on-the-phone booked test



Develop and deploy common public health
messaging and advertising between both
nations when it comes to testing



Develop inter-operable test booking
platforms between Scotland and UK



Local Health Boards should be
encouraged to license more local sample
collection capacity/locations that can plug
into the UK Government Lighthouse Lab



UK government should deplore more
sophisticated mobile testing capacity (eg
Lampore) in Scotland…



…And negotiate separate local logistics
routes with Scottish vendors and health
agencies



Enable overflow capacity sharing between
NHS England and Scotland operations to
better load-balance and drive up call rate
and utilization

Source: https://www.sundaypost.com/fp/factually-incorrect-poll-reveals-most-young-people-donot-understand-scotlands-key-covid-safety-campaign/
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